Announcements

Extra Credit Option:

Thursday Extra: on Thursdays (or virtual Thursdays)
  Refreshments: @4:00 in CS Commons
  Talk:  @4:15 IN Science 3821

This week:  Prof Weinman: “Summer Opportunities in CS?”

Lab partners assigned each Sunday, early afternoon
  email me by Sunday noon if you prefer NOT to work with someone

New partners announced Mondays at start of lab time

Control structures lab
  Update on submission logistics

Topics
  Today:  introduction to classes, auto[un]boxing, inheritance
  Wednesday:  introduction to exceptions
Look at handout for MyInteger.java

What is printed by the first println statement?
A. Does not compile   B. A: 0   C. Output cannot be determined   D. something else

What is printed by the second println statement?
A. B: 2   B. B: 5   C. B: 7   D. Something else

What is printed by the third println statement?
A. C: 0   B. C: 2   C. C: 4   D. C: 11   E. Something else

What is printed by the fourth println statement?
A. D: 5   B. D: 11   C. D: 16   D. D: 22   E. Something else

What is printed by the last println statement?
A. E: 5   B. E: 7   C. E: 11   D. E: 16   E. Something else
Look at AutoBox.java. What happens when this code is compiled?

Options:
1. Code compiles and produces a runnable program
2. Compiler generates warning: "new Integer (7)" is deprecated

A. nor 1 or 2 B. 1, not 2 C. 2, not 1 D. both 1 & 2

After resolving the compile error(s), if any, what is printed?

A. 1: one: 7 two: 12 three: 12
   2: one: 7 two: 12 three: 12
B. 1: one: 7 two: 12 three: 12
   2: one: 7 two: 12 three: 17
C. 1: one: 7 two: 12 three: 17
   2: one: 7 two: 17 three: 12
D. 1: one: 7 two: 12 three: 12
   2: one: 7 two: 17 three: 17
E. something else
Inheritance: A School Directory Example